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XAVIER UN!VERSITY . 
P~RIODICALS SECTION SEP 2 6 1973 
Students Dent and Revision 
Of llousing Contracts 
by Carol Jacober 
News Reporter 
to provide "only some campus accom-
odations." The revised contract contains 
the same agreement, but goetl on to en-
numerate services such as linen and mail, 
In response to student dissatisfaction which the university will provide. Also, the 
with several poin~ in the residence hall university will "make every effort to grant 
. contract, an org:"mzed attempt ~~s made student preferences in housing." · 
last May to brmg about a reVIsion that . · . 
would clarify and clearly express in writ- " 2. The new contr.ac~. requ1.res t~at a 
ing students' rights. A group of dorm resi- ~ . reasonable expla~atl~n be ~ven. m the_ 
dents, Jed by John O'Brien and Tom Zeno, eve?t that the .umvers1ty uses 1ts rtght to 
took the initiative and simt a letter to all ass1gn or reass1gn roommates. 
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donn students requesting both their opin- 3. Although the university has the right 
ions and their presence at a meeting on the to search a student's quarters, the revised 
subject. The response to the-meeting was contract states that this right would be 
good, attracting almost one hundred donn used only in instances of extreme emer-
residents on the Sunday before final ex- gency, or when the Vice President of Stu-
ams. The seriousness of the students and dent Development grants specific pennia-
their intention to submit only unsigned sion. Beyond this, the student's quarters 
contracts convinced the Student Affiars are available only for "reasonable in-
Office that an appropriate response to the vestigation" by authorized personnel, such 
student demands was necessary. Nego- as the Resident Assistant or another mem-
tiations between the Student Affairs Office her of the dorm staff, under reasonable be-
and student leaders commenced two days lief that university policy is being violated, 
later. UPQn completion of discussion, the and "reasonable inspection ... for health, 
decision was reached to sign the contracts safety, and maintenance reasons." In this 
in their unaltered form, considering the latter instance, the inspector is not permit-
late date at which action was taken on the teci to preBS charges. 
Board. of· Trustees Expands 
by Steve Bedell 
News Editor 
The Xavier University Board of'l'rustees 
has announced an expansion.of its current 
membership. Three new chairs have been 
added to the current number of sixteen· 
bringing total membership of the new 
Board to nineteen . .In addition, three new 
members have been appointed to fill two 
expired terms and the seat left vacant by 
the death of the Rev. A. William Crandell, 
S.J., who died July 29, 1973. 
The new chairs have been filled by lay-
ment, while three other vacant positions 
have been filled by Jesuits. According to 
its new charter of a year ago, the Board 
will gradually be expanded to t'Yenty-fiye 
members. In this way, it is hoped the 
Board will possess a much broader range 
of-representation from the national Jesuit 
community and from the Cincinnati com-
munity at large. 
· Laymen wer~ first added tO the Board of· 
Trustees. in September, 1972. By-la~s ()f 
the Universit~. amended in 1972 to permit 
the addition of laymen, stipulate that the 
Jesuits shall always maintain a majority 
of one on the Board. Effective with the new 
additions, the Board will consist of ten 
Jesuits and nine layment. 
Incumbent board members are: 
Mr. Fletcher E. Nyce, Chairman; Rev. 
Jeremiah J. O'CaUahan, S.J., Secretary; 
Rev. Laurence V. Britt, S.J.; Michael J. 
Conaton; Very Rev. RichardT. Deters, 
S.J.; Mr. Harry J~ Gilligan; Rev. Robert W. 
Mulligan, S.J.; Mr. John T. Murphy; Rev. 
Victor B. Nieporte, S.J.; Rev. PaulL. 
O'Connor, S.J.; Mr. William S. Rowe; Rev. 
Richard E. twohy, S.J.; Mr. William J. Will-
; I; ! 'f: i I •: j '; 
Business" for ten years. He is a member of 
the board of trustees of Le Moyne College, 
at Syracuse, New York, and a trustee of the 
North New York Savings Bank. He takes 
over the incomplete term of the Rev. A. 
william Crandell, Fr. Crandell had at dif-
ferent times served as the president of 
· Spring Hill College, Mobile, Ala., 
Chairman of the Jesuit Provincials of the 
United States 1952-53, and Chairman of 
the Conference of Presidents of Jesuit Col-
leges and Universities in the U.S. 1962-64. 
The next Board of Trustees meeting 
takes place today, Wednesday, September 
26. The Board plans three additional meet-
ings for the 1973-74 academic year in the 
months of December, March, and May. 
issue and the ~esulting inability of the Di- . 4. According to the new contract, stu-
rector of Housmg to re-work the contract dents' rooms will be used over "major uni- · 
and ~hen pre~ent it to the students before versity vacations" ·only "with the express 
. leavmg Xav1er for the summer. The old permission of the student." 
contracts, which reserved accomdations 'st d. ts 
1 
h 'th th r~ 
h d b 'd h · u en were a so un appy Wl e .. -for t e stu ents, ecame VOl ' owever, m quirement that all students living on cam-
September when a new contract was t k th . · 't ti te · pla But 
d h pus a e e umvers1 y ca e na n. presente tot em. . a feasible alternative at this time is not 
The changes in the contract that have available. The changes that were made in 
been made are: the contract are to the student's advantage 
1. The original agreement the university and are a prottection of his or her lights. 
Student Affairs Adopts 
New Name.,_.-an.d, New Members 
--b;··M~k·w~~.;~ "· ·. · 
News Reporter . 
.fi~ is als~ charged with administering the 
campus - projects budget and serving as 
At the end of the 1972-73 academic year, adviser to the.Commuter Council. Asked if 
Xavier announced the resignation of Mr. he had any special observations about 
PatNallyasDeanofMen.Nally'sresigna- Xavier, Stahl noted that there was a 
tiori has since been followed by a number friendly open atmosphere, which he had 
of other changes in the Student Affairs not found at Kent, and he feels that this is 
office. For one, the Office of Student Af·. an important asset to the university. 
fairs has received the designation,. Office 
for Student Development. In addition, dur-
ing the course of the summer, Mr. Ray 
Guye resigned as director of Co-curricular 
Activities. 
In order to fill the vacuum left by the de-
parture of Guye and Nally, Xavier has hi-
red two new administrative assistants, Mr. 
Thomas Stahl and Mr. Leon Henderson. 
': . 
•,. 
w,eekb. calendar of events occurnng at 
Xavier and in the greater Cincinnati area, 
coordinating student events, and working 
with student groups on campus. Hen-
derson hopes that the calendar of events 
will be especially helpful in aiding Xavier 
students to find what is happening on col-
lege campus in the area and in the city of 
Cincinnati. 
O'Callaghan Resigns 
Reverend Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan, S.J., 
Academic Vice President of Xavier Univer-
sity, who is the first administrator to fill 
that position created in 1966, askEd nn Tu-
esday, Sept. 18 to be relieved of his admin-
istrative duties as soon as his successor 
can be found. 
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Piper Rea~y _to Serve CollJ:_m~~ity-
Bed 11 · J .h Le h Several:university organizations, · by Steve e Shannon, Tom James, o n c · . l d" - 'th s· ·1· g· ·clu·b-- Stu-
Edito · d s Bed 11 Ti · 1nc u mg e a1 m , . New• r Ie~ter, an. ~ve . e ... m 1S a se-d t fi a -christian Community, 
mor begtnnmg hts th1rd year at the end shor . h th · t 
house He is a Theology- an t e pans you group, mee 
Xavier University, like most col- p h. ·1 • h d ted regularly at the' Piper. The Man- · . syc o ogy maJor w o gra ua . · . .. - d · 0 · 
leges: su~ports vanous ~?~ps, or- from St. lgnatious High School in resa, K1dday,--and Aca em1c n~--. 
gan1zattons, and acttv1ttes de- Cl 1 d T" 1 fiorm rlyd1"rec· entatio.n programs also make use_ . d t I m nt the eve an . tm a so e - f "I" . -A b f s1gne o comp ~ e . ted the Manresa program. Tom, a of house a.ct 1t1es. . nu~ _er_ o __ -
classroom and dorm hfe. The P1ed . . . p h 1 gy . r fr m small classes·.prefer an mformalat- . Piper is a house run totally by stu- JPU~torH,t~IIa. SCY_C ~ 0 t"mJaJoh_n . 0 a mosphere to ·stimulate .. discilssion,. 
b fi f fi II t nee 1 m mcmna 1. o 1s . --. · - , _ . dents for the ene t o e ow s u- . . f L . .11 He' a and fr~uently gather at tlie house. d t It is unique in that it is JUn 1or rom ou1sv1 e. s · · _ .. __ . _ 
en.1s.bl t tud ts 1·n a Chemistry major beginning his -The Piper staff members attempt ava1 a e o more s en ·d · h h H • · · "t" t 11 1 grams "d f th al 0 t secon year at t e ouse. e s tn· to 101 1a ~ ~m~ _·s!!a _e -~~~-- _ 
WI erthrange 
0 
areas an m s volved in student government, and that:~opefa_Uy ~om~I~J!l~!lt_dorrn:.. 
any 0 er campus resource. has also been involved in the·news- and aeadeinic life. In tlie past, such::-
The two story brick h~use t~e paper, as well as the Manresa and programs have incl~ded · ~tudent-
comer ofLedge'Yood a~d V1~tory IS Kidday programs. Steve·is a·soph- faculty discussions, htufi!le_s~ ~0.~- .. _ ..... --- -· .... -~ .. • . . 
owned by Xav1er Un1vers1ty and omore ·from Chicago majoring in informal social gatherings. Many::_ ·_·_- --·:: : ·-:-: :--.. 1973-74 P1ed ~1per Staff 
works in conjunction with Campus English and History. He's also in- small campus groups have·-held- . -te ests ·are .. -in vi~ ~~d en- ery other Friday from 9 to 1, and 
Ministry. The Piper is fully fur- volved in Merm_aid Tavem ~rid the small dinners, talks, and liturgies ,m raged to participate in any of wiiiJeature local and campus tal-
nished and is staffed by fo~r stu- Sailing Club.- Despite the _diversity at the Piper. _Othe~ programs, s~ch ~~::e progra~~- It is hoped that _en_t; !is well as singers and en-
dents every ye~. The s~ff hves .at of their backgrounds and mterests, ~s one deahng wtth the a~rtion such p-rograms offer an oppor- . terta1ners from nearby colleges, 
the _house and 1s responsible for Its the four house members share a ba- question, and _another w1th the t "ty .. for students to become in- such as Edgecliff and Mount St. 
ma~nte.nance, as well as .co- sic committment to develop th_e fu~I plight of the Umted .Fa'!" Wo~ke~s, v~f~ed in areas that interest them. Joe's .. Folk, f~lk-rock;· bluegrass, 
ordmating programs and runnmg potential of the house by making 1t were more far-reac~g m their s~g- · ·. . 
1 
· . th Cof- 'and plano b~~e a~e regularly fea-
the Coffeehouse. available to as wide a range of stu- nificance to the Xavter co~mun1ty . The P1per ~taff a 8~ ru~~l :n ev- tured~ Admls~Io~ 1s free, and all 
This year's staff includes Tim dents as possible. at large. Xavier students w1th such feehouse. ThUJ year, It. WI r . students are IDV.Ited to come and 
· · listen to the music. Coffee, tea, 
Breen. Lodge :Opens ::~e~!::~n·s cookies, and bagels 
. UniversitY, to be handled largely 
by Mary'Henkel by two other Xavier women, Tricia 
An Open House Thursday at 7:30 Reed and Mary Catherine Bixler, 
will mark the opening of the year's will also once again:be sponsored 
activities for the new Breen Lodge by the center. A budget proposal 
staff. Barb Belbot, Mary Henkel, has been submitted to Student Sen-
Patty King, Tracey Robson, and ate and the girls are anxiously 
Karen Wargo have spent the past awaiting to see whether or not 
few weeks preparing the house for their program for this year will be 
the school year and are anxious to funded. 
wel~ome e~eryone to b~ome ac- The Breen Library, which ranges 
quamted w1th the center 1tself ~nd from radical feminist literature to 
with the new staff. ~e occas!on such traditionally "feminine" ma-
will also mark the o~fic1al openmg terials as McCall's magazine and 
of the Breen Lodge Ltbrary. several cookbooks, ·was made possi-
Breen Lodge, which serves: as an ble by a stipend from the Danforth 
. educational resource and woll)en's ·Foundation to Danforth Associates 
center is in its second year of oper- Netida Fontana, Janet Fortin, and 
ation under advisers· Mary Lous Jean Gendreau. A list of the books 
Gist, Dr. William Larkin, and Sr. that may be borrowed at Breen will . 
Ellen Frankenburg. The staff this be. on display at McDonald Li-
year hopes, by means of speakers, brary, although anyone is invited 
films, and a major workship, to to Breen to just browse through the 
.make women aware of the many books and periodicals available 
options and opportunities available there. 
adele .. to them. They also hope that worn- . · 
(Photo by R. II n) . en will feel comfortable using the The Breen st~ff ~roJects a work-
1973-74 Breen Lodge Staff ' · h 1 ce to study ~r J"ust get shop on women s hfestyles for the ,.--------------------------, t:use asaP a first w.eek of November. 
FROSH OF '77: 
Your participation needed 
now in Project ''7'7. 
if you have not been contacted, please call 
Sister Ellen at 
1 
4 5-3 50 6.'. 
WE'LL HELP YOU FIND 
THE DIAMOND YOU'LL FLIP FOR 
There iue all ·icinds of diamonds.· 
··Some right, some wr.ong for you. We'll help 
you fio1d the diamond you'll flip for ••• 
love for its brilliance, admire for its fire. 
One diamond ·is waiting, so perfect for your 
purs~ and personality, it .could never 
belong to . another. 
811JbENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED 









ballpoint or fiber tip 
marker in basic tan 
or navy blue. 
$1.98: notbadforapen 
you rnay use 1he 
rest of your life. 
.·, ..... ,,: ... _ ..  
$198 
\' oo ... ~TO'o'ilj ~RACE U1•011)4 • 
S~~tlnOIII..OI'PIJ<tOCUITEA 1l1·1.nQ 
WE5lfAtll<1llSP\,t,ZA 661 Ull 





Scene from the _recent XU-UC intercity clash 
-ARENTION DORMITORY STUDENTSI 
. ~ . . 
MAY I HELP YOU?· 
I'll be back on campus at the University Center Lobby on October 1 through 
October 12, 1973, between 10 A.M. and 3 P.M. I'll help you select your 
telephone equipment for your room. You ma~ pick the co!or or sty!e of 
your choice and I'll assist you with the application a_nd explam the opt1onal 
services and the costs. 
XAV·I.E·R:. BOOK STORE 
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
. SALE SEPT. 26th thru OCT. 1Oth 
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Teahan Talks ••• 
Here it is Muskies! The Xavier News' first guide tO Cincinnati's hot 
spots- the places Muskies frequent most- where to have a good time 
-~reto~a~-~~~~to~ad• 
REFLECTIONS - Vine and Calhoun Sts., 751..o646, near UC. A 
good place for booging. Usually have good bands plus popular bands 
~m time to time. Thursdays are college nights, with free admission 
with college IDs. Admission is usually $1.25, and tl_tey do check to see -· 
if you are at least 18. Beer 3~ a glass, $2-3 a pitcher. 
SHIPLEYS.;... 214 W. McMillan, 721-2620, near UC. A good place to 
meet the opposite sex. Does get a bit crowded at times, but always a 
great time.· Beer 35¢ a glass, $1.50 pitcher. No cover charge, no ID 
check. 
ZINO'S FIREHOUSE - W. Charlton and Vine, 281-3774, near UC. 
A converted firehouse, decorated with memorabilia from Cincinnati's 
fire fighting past; Menu is excellent, but not expensive. Also serve light 
and dark beer; ·wine and conventional beverages. Great places to im· · 
press a first date. Folk entertainment on weekends -no cover charges, 
but usually a waiting line on weekends. 
CRAZY HORSE SALOON - 2640 Glendora, 75l-0116, near UC. The 
place really hops on Wednesday nights: All you can eat and drink for 
$3. Be prepared to be squeezed. into a sardine can, though, because they 
pack 'em in .. Other nights, cover charge and bank .. Drinks not too ex-
pensive. G.ood place to socialize. 
MAHOGANY HALL- 1033 St. Gregory, Mt. Adams, 421-5844. 
Another great place to impress a date. Very cozy eatery, with endless 
shelves of books around the walls. Food is excellent, moderately priced. 
They also serve beer, drinks, and wine. Usually ask for identification. 
Downstairs ia the Mahogany Hall Bistro, a" tiny, but high-powered bar. 
Admittance to Bistro limited to 21 and older, with folk and blues en-
tertainment on weekends. Beer and mixed drinks moderate to ex-
pensive. 
McCARTHY'S PUB- 938 Hatch St. at St. Gregory, Mt. Adams, 
621-3666. A popular Muskie hangout. A weekend night isn't complete 
without a trip to the Pub. Draws students from UC, Edgecliffe, The 
Mount, and of course, XU. No band, but who needs one with a great 
juke}>Ox? Must be 18 to enter, usually a waiting line on weekends. Beer 
· 35¢ a glass, 50¢ a can, mixed drinks moderate. Happy Hour, Friday, 
3-7 p.m., beer, 20¢ a glass, mixed drinks also cheaper. 
BLIND LEMON - 936 Hatch, next door to McCarthy's, Mt. Adams, 
241-3885. Tucked away in the basement of an old Mt. Adams house, 
where ,evep the sh()rt of height have to duck to avoid the beamed ce-
iling. If it' gets too crowded inside,· the overflow can soeialize in the 
adjoining garden, complete with lawn chairs and Chinese lights. Be-
ware though! You're paying for atmosphere, as beer and drinks are 
rather expensive. Admittance limited to 21 and older. 
CITY VIEW TAVERN - 403 Oregon, Mt. Adams, 762-9750. If you 
can find this one, you bleong in a class with Lewis and Clark. Clinging 
to the city side of Mt. Adams, the bar's back porch- offers a panoramic 
view of the Queen City skyline and. the Ohio River. Expensive? No 
way! Beer, $1 a pitcher-, 25¢ a glass. Mixed drinks very inexpensive. 
ill's seldom checked. Also has the livliest pinball machine in the city. 
· THE SHE NIGHTCLUB - 8954 Blue Ash Rd., Silverton. The 40-foot 
long dance floor with osciJiating lights is unparalleled anywhere in the 
city. Girls usually' outnumber guys 3-1. Wednesdays· and Thursdays 
(Continued on page 4) 
Lemon 
Finish? 
by Bill Bromer 
Indiana University's Annual 
Hoosier Classic was held on Lake 
Lemon last Saturday and Sunday. 
The Xavier Sailing Team, along 
with those of twelve other Midwest 
schools, was present at the event. 
The racing began at about 9:00 
Records at Big Discounts! A.M. on Saturday morning, but was interrupted by a brief thun-derstorm. After the heavy winds on Saturday and the lack of wind on Sunday, Ohio State, lead by an ex-
Xavier skipper, Paul Siegel, won 
the event. Ohio Wesleyan came in 
second, and the University of Mi-
chigan placed third. Xavier, at-
tempting to sail as many new an~ 
inexperjenced people as possible, 
finished twelfth. 
Save up to . $3.00~. • 
Major label LP's! Top artists! 
Many, ·many selections in this special purcha~e. Classics included! 
· Hundreds of records! Come early for b.est selection! 
Bill Bromer and Mike Bognar 
skippered in the "H" division; 
. Bri(dd Harmon, Mike Gutzwiler,. 
Barbara Cushing crewed. Mary 
Hellman skippered the "B" di-
vision with Dave Higgins, Mike 
Bognar, and Marsha Merta as cre-
w .. 
Because the weather conditions 
did not allow the necessary number 
of races to be held, the regatta does 
·not count in the standings. 
·-·-· --··-·-·-- ----···--· .. -----·----------~---··---------- -- -----.. ----·-
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ON CAMPUS 
. FLU SHOTS ARE NOW AVAILABLE 
Arrangements have been made through the McGrath Health Center 
to provide flu shots again this year for those who are interested. 
If you have not had flue shots in other years, the doctors suggest two 
shots, one now and another in January. Otherwise, one shot is suf-
ficient. The service charge is $2.00 per shot, payable at the McGrath 
Heaith Center. 
The doctors recommend that the flu shots he given immediately be-
fore the start of cold weather. 
The shots will be given from 9:00a.m. to 5:00 p.m. -Mondays 
through Fridays. 
MIXER PLANNED 
The senior, junior and sophomore classes willsporisor a mixer in the 
Armory on Oct. 6. "Unclebuster", who performed at the first 
"Brockstock", will perform. Admission will be $1.50 for a single admis-
sion and $1i!.50 a couple, for all you can imbibe. 
STUDENT CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
. AU recognized student clubs and organizations are eligible to apply 
for a University-funded budget for 1974-75. Any organization which 
wishes to be considered for such a budget must apply to the Student 
Activities Budget Board no later than October 12 at 5 P.M. 
Applications must be made on a form which is available at the StU· 
dent Development Office in the University Center. 
AN OPEN INVITATION 
FROMTH.E 
JESUIT COMMUNITY 
FOR ALL STUDENTS 
NEW TO XAVIER 
All Freahmen & Tranafer Studenta are 
Invited to Schott Realdence for 
Beer, Munchlea and Talk 
Friday, September 28 
7:30-11:00 P.M. 
Aak for direction In the 
Schott Building Lobby. 
(Continued tromiiiile 8) .. 
feature drink and drown, $3 for all you can drink. Excellent hands, 
professional disc jockeys spin the platters during blmd breaks. Must be 
at least 18 to enter, and three pieces of ID are required at the door. 
THE MAD HATTER- 3225 Madison Rd., 321-4567. Along the same 
lines as the She, but a little closer to XU. Wednesday nights are drink 
and drown, $3 for guys, $2 for girls, shots for 25¢ must be 18 and have 
three pieces of ID. 
Getting closer to home, Mother Tucker's Tavem provides a great ex-
cuse to quit studying. Its close, its cheap, and its fun. Admission of 
$1.50 on Fridays lets you shake a leg to a local rock band. Beer is 25¢ a 
glass, $1.25 a pitcher. Also open on Saturdays, Mondays, and Wednes· 
days, without a band. 
And last, but by no means least, is the grandaddy of 'em all, Dana 
Gardens. Host Dan Delaney has been pumping beer for 39 years, and 
two generations of Muskies. "La Club Dana," as some call it, is a defi-
nite must after an XU victory over UC 'in football or basketball, a defi-
nite must on St. Patty's Day, a definite must on the Friday before the 
Kentucky Derby, in other words, a definite must every weekend. Beer 
from the tap is 25¢-35¢ depending on your choice of ale, 40¢ for local ·· 
canned beer and 50¢ for the premium stuff. Drink prices are very rea-
-. 
GINO'S- BOTTOMs· ·up 
A 'NEW BAR. AND RESTAURANT 
' . . . ' 





15 brands of beer available including 
national, local ~n~ im.ported. 
LARGE ·sEL-ECTION ~OF FINE ·wiNES., 
. . . ... - .. . ., 
·.LIQUORS. A'ND~-COCKTAILS 
OPEN SEY~N._PAVS A WEEK 
FROM 10 .a~m~ 'till 2 a.m. 
. · 217 CALHOUN STREET 
• ' '' ' • I ' o • • • ,~ ' ~ • • 
DIRECTLY OPPOSitE UNIVERSITY:OF C1NCJNNATI 
• ' • • ' • • • ' • • ,. ~-,, •:' • • "10< r ••• •' • • • <' • • 
r•'" ":- ,, ... ',_,.._, ·• 
The weekend. And you've got a little time 
to spend. Any way you want. Good times, 
good friends. Ahd Coca-Cola to help 
make it great. 
It's the real·thing. CQk8. 
sonable, as are the famous Damahurgers and fries. Happy Hours, ev- C~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ery day from 3-7 p.m. Upstairs, Fishbowl drinks a dollar for most con- r---...;..-----.~--.....;;.....;.j~ 
coctions and draft, bottled, and canned beer substantially cheaper. 
Downtown Cincinnati has its Muskie hangouts too. The Loll43, lo-· 
cated on the ground floor at the 5th-3rd Building, has a Happy Hour 
every day from 5-7 p.m., when, for a small price of $3, you can enjoy 
your favorite mixed drinks and appetizers. Also downtown is Joe's 
Bar, in the Netherland Hilton Hotel, at 5th and Race Sts. An excellent 
place to take a date if you don't mind walking on a carpet of peanut 
shells. Entertainment, the peanuts, and the atmosphere, not to men· 
tion the booze are all included in the price of the drink, but its really 
worth it. 
There you have it. Enjoy yourself, but don't forget that once you're 
. there, you have to get home, so go easy. 
' By the way' watch for my a~ticles ~n the young Peoples Page of the (---...-~~ . t) . 
Saturday Enquirer, starting in two weeks. Who Knows? I might even · . -- • " 
~-~~ti1.~~~~.Y.~!(._ ... -.-..•. · .. -.·.·········· ........ -·-·-·-·- ·. _ Advertislnltcontributtd for the public aood. ~ ~<•'-'~~ ~----'~~ 
. - ~ • --.. «'•~~-










by Gene Gryni~wiez 
At 12:01 A.M., on October 6th, Xavier 
University will join ranks with U.C 
Edgecliff, Mt. St. Joseph and other are~ 
campuses behind Cincinnati Bell's CEN-
TREX banner. Students wishing to have 
telephones installed in their rooms will 
then proceed through the University rather w--.--
than t?m directlr to t~e phone company 
for prtvate sel'Vtce. Th1s inauguration of 
Xavi,~r's. unpreceden~ roles as "middle 1 
man wlll spell considerable savings for 1 ~--­
students throughout the approaching 1 
years. · I 
. In the past, campus residents appealed I 
directly to Cincinnati Bell for their phones I 
as did all "private" customers. Thus, the; I 
incurred the standard charges: twenty dol- I 
Iars installation fee and deposit, eight dol- I 
Iars and fifteen cents base monthly rate - I 
plus toll calls ~ additional cost for style, I 
color, and accessibility of phone. Under I . 
CE~TREX, however, inasmuch as telepho- 1· 
nes will be "purchased" at a corporate or I 
an institutional-rate instead of at a private ·J 
rate, students will pay only a nominal fee 1 
of fifty dollars per semester to the Bursar 1 . 
for the use of these facilities. This charge 1 
~hich wm·be shared by th~ students aa: 1 
mgned to the donnatory room, will include 1 
installation and deposit fees for-a standucr •· .: - -} ~ 
black telephone, as well as cdsta'for alllO. •. :_ .. 
~~ ~ails made during that period. Students 1 
m sitlgle rooms, however, will not pay the 1 
base fifty dollar fee, but an as yee . un~ I· , 
detennined cost. · · · · · 
The student whose name appears on the ~ 
agreement will be billed on a monthly ba· f 
sis for all toll charges and for any optional I · 
services ordered. Optional services include I 
nine and thirteen foot cords (a five dollar ·I 
one-time-charge), a variety of colore (tWo I 
dollars, apid once), Princess-styling 1 
(seventy-five cents, monthly) arid I 
. Trimline-styling (at one dollar twenty cen· I 
ts per month). I 
Of course, while this 'service will ~ean· ·I· · 
savings for the students, it-will also incur I 
. added responsibilities. For the studentS 1 
w~o si~-:ci the contract, non-payment of a 1 
bill wlll mcur prompt action. Upon non- 1 
payment, the responsible ~tudent will be 1 
sent a letter requesting immediate set· 1 
tlement. A copy of the Jeter will also be I 
mailed to the Director of Housing. If pay- ._,___,, 
ment is not forthcoming within a specified 
time, the telephone will be disconnected I 
and reconnection will cost the customer I 
twenty dollars. Moreover, charges for I 
"willful damage or mistreatment" of Bell I 
Telep~one property will also be added to I 
th'e students' bill. · I 
All coin-operated telephones on camp~s •. I •••••••• 
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on October 8th, will be changed to "one· I · . . · . Iii .•• ,r--
way outgoing" service only, no longer re- • • .. • • • • -- • • - -- .,__ -• --- - --- -,-_-_________ ;.;...-.-;;;..;;;;..;;;.;;;..;..;..,;.;...;;;;..,;;;;.;;..;;.;;....;. 
ceiving incoming calls .. This latter in- Buttons the Clown. Sel.ls 
novation results from illegal usage of pay· . 
phones over the past years: toll calls 
~~e~f:e~~t~~~;:.istantnumbersorfraud- Greatest Show. On Earth 
A telephone company representative will 
be on campus, at the University Center, 
from October 1st through the 12th, be· 
tween 10:00 A.M. and 3:00P.M. to assist 
students with application and explanation 
of services and costs. Students ·unable, at 
that time, to confer with the representative 
will be able to obtain the same help from 
their Resident Assistant. · 
Th ; · w d d vance work for the circus, as he · 1s e nes ay, September · 
26th, the 103rd edition of the Ring- has been doing since his arrival in 
ling Brothers and Barnum & Bail- Cincinnati last week. 
ey Circus comes to Cincinnati. The Describing himself as a goodwill 
largest show of its kind anywhere ambassador employed by the cir· 
in the world will run a five day en- cus, Buttons said that his work is 
gagement through September 30th certainly not haphazard. One par· 
at the Cincinnati Gardens. All the ticular skit in the act requires over 
glitter and excitement of the 100 hours of preparation, he point-
0 'Cal. Resigns Greatest Show on Earth will ed out. I i . 
present 300 animals, twenty-five Buttons loves being a ci~wn; es-
(Continued from page 1) international.acts, .and of course, pecially wi~h the "Sunday School 
A native of Chicago, Father what would any circus be without Circus"- the Ringling Brothers 
O•roallagh n h B h 1 f L'te the clowns. and Bamuin & Bailey Circus. The ,., a asa ac eoro 1 rature 
degree from Xavier University, a Master of Leon McBryde is twenty-nine name was received fro.m its reputa· 
Arts degree from Loyola University years old and widely popular as tion for delivering a quality· prod· 
(Chicago), and a Doctor of Philosophy de- "Buttons Baily" of the Ringling uct in the arena as well ·as in the 
gree from the University of Toronto. Brothers Circus. He proudly boasts concession stand. Buttons Baily 
that his home is Fayetteville, said that as a result people still 
In accepting Father O'Callaghan's re- North Carolina. Associated with come out to see the show in the big 
sigantion, the Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, the circus since 1969, he gave up a top -a record 6 million last year 
S.J., President, expressed the appreciation public position with a Charleston, alone. With the attendance across 
of the University for Father O'Callaghan's South Carolina department store to • the nation up 28% over last year, he 
long and commendable record of service. ·become what he wanted to be since. · hopes the completely new 103rd 
Father O'Callaghan has long been known he was· seven years old_ a clown. edition will. attract even more peo· 
for his consistent support of traditional "I just fell in love with what they pie to see the Circus than last year, 
values as the University undapted its vari· do," he· said. In addition to the first time in over 14 years the 
ous academic programs. clowning around, he also does ad· circus visited Cincinnati. 
.• ·-------- -·-·-- __ . ...,._ ------------- -";'"'- ---- 4~--.. --.. ---· ........... -- ------- ... - _.--
~ - -... 
. - ... ---- ... - . "". --"' ~ - ~ .. ---- .. 
.Taking off? 
'lake us up. 
There's a place for you on 
Piedmont. For a weekend of 
fun, a."game out of town, a 
quick trip home, whatever-
there's a Piedmont jet or 
propjet flight to fit your 
plans.· With personal, 
thoughtful service always. 
Piedmont- serving over 75 
cities including Chicago, 
New York, Washington, 
Norfolk, Atlanta, Memphis. 
Call us, or your travel agent. · 
Piedmont·· 
Airlines.· 
Our twenty-fifth year 
of service. 
I, I. • ~I., r ~'. I •; 1 • ', 7 • 
·- --·---- -·---·-· ·- ··-··--- . ----------------·-· ·---------------~··----------:-·--:--------- ··---------·-·-·-·--·--------·-···--·--·------, 
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The Xavier News 
The Student NewsptJper. 
of the Olckst CtJtholic . 
CoUege in the 
Northwes~ Territory .. 
Too often a new academic year 0t Xavier initiates a 
rather unusual and peculiar campaign of editorial.head-
hunting and rhetorical overkill. The Xavier News has in 
the past been held responsible for an atmqsphere of 
negativism which scuttled high expectations and any 
subsequent achievements in an entire University com· 
munity. The intent wos to pose serious questions in the 
hope that administrative action would be forthcoming 
on what many perceived to be serious problems and 
painfully distorted priorities here at the University. The 
response ranged from official administrative effort~ to 
remove the Xavier News forever from the field of 
journalism to unofficial late night phone calls seeking 
further information concerning the University budget. It 
made for quite a year but forward motion was symied 
by the spinning of wheels and a great deal of mud on a 
good many faces. 
At this time, to ignore the reality of hardened opinions 
and well defined ideological differences would be 
tantamount to total abdication of intellectual and moral 
honesty. However, to ignore wide areas of common 
agreement in some self righteous crusade can be destruc-
Well, here we go again. It's September at Xavier, 
complete with wide-eyed Freshmen, an unfortunate 
football team, and visions of 4 point grade averages 
dancing through our heads. ("Gee, all I have to do is 
get down and study a little!") 
In many ways September is the most agreeable of 
times at X. Old friendships are renewed with great vig· 
or, the bad taste of summer jobs is just beginning to 
leave our mouths, and there are still a few weeks be· 
fore we really have to do anything. 
This is the time to sit back and notice things. For ex· 
ample, how many times in the next month will you hear 
somebody call our alma mater EX-avier? Don't bother to 
count and don't bqther to explain. I once had the mis-
fortune to tell a co-worker at a Ford plant that it was 
pronounced like the Greek historian. ("Who the hell is 
EX-enephon?) 
Perhaps the most difficult characteristic of the 
Queen City area to get used to is the residents' quaint . 
habit of saying "pleas?" when they mean "huh?" I 
have heard tell of a Muskie from Cleveland who 
went berserk after hearing "please?" for the 25th 
time in half an hour. The resultant damages totalled 
over $500. 
New Muskies must also watch out for the rediculous 
way Cincinnati is spell,d. After two years at Xavier, I 
tive to any measure of fo..Ward mation. The· immediate 
suicidal respo~se to bitter d~bate rather than dialogue 
produces an atmosphere tainted by ill-will and frustra· 
tion. -
The Xavier News is keenly interested in what Fr. 
Mulligan had to say in his address to the Bellarmine 
Community gathering last Sunday evening. He set the 
tone for a possible detente among the various elements 
of the University. Calling for positive interaction between 
faculty, students, and administration. Father Mulligan 
discussed the potential and effect of mutually beneficial 
wisdom. The impatience and dissatisfaction of students 
is a reaction to the tendency·to ossification, which a 142 
year old institution naturally accrues. Administrative 
momentum is not usually geared to snap decisions to 
long standing problems. However, Father Mulligan laid 
claim on the part of administrators and faculty to an 
academic and philosophical vision removed from the 
immediate and pragmatic. He expressed his sincere 
hope that the interaction of the two would produce a 
sustained drive sufficient in strength to see Xavier 
University through a difficult time. 
Deia Vu at Xavier 
find that it is only occasionally that I misspell the sit of 
my "higher" education. Either I am getting better at it 
or I have attained such a perfect state of apathy that 
1. don't notice it anymore. Anyway, it's infinitely easier 
just to write "Cinci" and be done with the matter. 
A matter of concern for all new Xavier people is 
the "names, games, and titles" of our dear school.· At· 
tention Freshmen: do not be concerned with the names 
on those offices behind the Information Desk. To en-
ter there is to meet with Vergil and be immortalized by 
Dante. rf for some reason you must go to the Xavier 
News office follow this procedure: 1 ) go to the In· 
formation Desk and get your bearings, 2) proceed 
straight down the hall, glimpsing neither right nor left, 
3) when you have gone far enough to read the name· 
plate on the .door facing you, close your yes, 4) after 
sustaining only minor cuts and bruises due to impact 
with the door, groupe to your left, 5) open the first 
door you reach, go in, and breathe deeply, you're 
safe, 6) after your business has been conducted, a 
News staff member, already hardened by long ex· 
perience, will lead you out. (N.B. When roaming the 
inner~office are, it is sometimes necessary to wear 
hip-boots. Be prepared.) Upon your deliverance from 
. the clutches of the Administration you may gaze back 
at the offices, serene in the knowledge that you have 
dared them to do their worst, and won! . 
To. the·. Clas~ of. '77. 
· The Xavier News is published weekly during 
the school year except during vacation and exam-
ination periods by Xavier Univereity, Hamilton 
Cotinty, · Evaniton; Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. $5.00 
per year. Entered as second clau matter October 4, 
1946 at the Post Office of Cincinnati, .Ohio under 
the Act of March 3, 1879. · !.etten should be 
addressed to the Editor and mailed to the New• 
in care of the Xavier Univereity Center. 
.. 
Student leadership this year and l.ast have ·vhole-
heartedly endorsed the academic priorities that Father 
Mulligan has articulated since his arrival on campus in 
the spring of 1971. We agree that an academically alive 
community continually revises the curriculum, with an 
eye to both structure and quality. We agree that the 
Xavier graduate Sc:hauld be articulate in both written 
a_nd oral expression. We agree that the study of Philo-
sophy an~. Theology are essential to the formation of an 
intelligent Christian outlook in the world today. We 
agree that a positive contribution can be made by all 
segments of the Xavier community but only if all seg· 
ments possess the same opportunities for ·factual · in· 
formation and are accorded the equal respect due to 
their wisdom. -
Father Mulligan, the common ground is extensive in 
both breadth arid depth. We stand more than ~illing to 
share the wisdom, ·the responsibility, a.nd the work. of 
the task you have outlined. Let us know soon when and 
:....here we can b~ of help. 
W.l.A. 
Whether or not you knew it before, Cincinnati, spe· 
cifically Xavier, is the drinking capital of the workd. 
Everyone at Xavier indulges in "the good life in the 
Vally." And what part of the "good life" do we enjoy 
most? Beer, of course. From the most exalted jocks 
down to the lowliest students, Muskies drink beer. (Did 
you know that Playboy magazine dropped Xavier from 
their annual drinking poll because we always won?) You 
will always find more students bending elbows that 
cracking books. It's as muc.h a part of Xavier life as 
cutting classes. 
As only students totally impervious to all change will 
not know, Xavier has been invaded by the media. Not 
only are we forced to hear the sounds of EZ listening 
WWEZ, but now the lobby of the University Center ex· 
poses us to an education much more easily accessible 
than !looks. It seems that most of the pre-meds at 
Xavier assemble in the lobby for the daily showing of 
"General Hospital." The Psych majors (specializing in the 
Oedipal complex?) always grab the best seats for "All 
My Children" and .the recent interest in astrology makes 
the lobby· inaccessible during "The Search for Tomor· 
row." I personally know of no better time than watch· 
ing a young love dissolve in verbal abuse on "The New· 
lywed Game." But fun is fun and it won't be long 
before the exams and papers start rolling around and 
a!l tha.t I've just mentioned won't mean more than last 
week's dirty linen. S.K. 
An experiment is being tried at Xavier University this 
fall. Its success depends in large measure upon a sec-
tor of the student body whose enthusiasm and be-
wilderment exceed that of every ather group each 
fall. That sector is the Freshmen Class of '77 and the 
experiment is neatly ·and ominously dubbed Academic 
Oreintation. · 
o~ f?cul~. members or to cultural ente~ainm~nt . in.: t~e . h~ngs. i11. t~.e balance and only the Class of '77 ca·n tip 
C1nc1nnat1 area. The problem was obv1ous: most fresh· the scales. 
Last year, a group of Xavier faculty and students 
perceived a- real need on the pa~:t of incoming fresh· 
men. Most new students usually· found their way into 
Dana's and the Fieldhouse with little problem. Few, 
however, discovered themselves invited to the homes 
men were adjusting to the social aspects of a bi(ftime · · · . . · · · 
campus (Xavier - gospl) with ease, while at the)aine · ··.This IS an urgent message to the incoming freshmen. 
time few were giving serious thought to what four . ~hen you are contacted by X.U. professor or an up-
years of academics could mean ir the long haul. perclassma~ by phone or in person concerning a new 
A I . . . program auned at you, the new Xavier student please s a resu t, a new program IS be~ng k1cked off this res ndl Tell them t . . . ' 
fall. Its aim: to acquaint freshmen with ather fresh· po . hat you deflmtely are Interested 
men and professors· to expose. new memb .f. th fa,n~ Will be. present to meet with an interested X.U. pro-
' ers o . e essar and classmat Y · 1 · · h 'bl 
Xavier Community to what Xavier and Cincinnati have make the sl dd' 7' ~ur lnvo vement mig t p~st y 
to offer; to stimulate the imagination on the vast pOs· ier. e . lng or t e next four years a bit eas· 
sibilit~es of 120 classroom hours. Its success or failure 
W.L.A. 
-------------:-----:-------~----~ .. ·_:_·-··--···-··~--
~---~--· .. ·~~- -~- -·"····· .................. •···· -·--- ..... --- ·- --· -·-· -----
"'fi'~U-·n•-..U.'n.o'f ............. ,.,, ... ...._.,..,.,..., ... _,. ................ ~-- ··--.. ---~---~-~~----~·-- ------- ----~~·. 
.. , 
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Manresa Termed Success Manfred 
The 1973 Manresa program, held 75 Freshmen participants, thts the place of Christianity in today's t:==============D=A=V=ID=O=N=O=FR=E=Y=::J September 12th to 15th, offered year's program was one of the society. Later on· in the day there 1 
Xavier University freshmen an op- largest ever-. was a Mass, followed by a square \.. ~ 
portunity to become oriented with- The first day fooused on the indi- dance. · ~-------------~--------" 
. in the Xa~ier co~_Dmunity, and to vidual's self-awareness, featuring . . . . T~e. insi~i~ity _of sum~_D~r defecating, for the third time, into 
place .. t~~r . attitudes and ~e- speakers·such as· Judge Joseph And on the lailt day they rested. d_a~e teleVISIOn betng ~hat It IS . Mr. Greenjeans' hands in its pre-. 
s~nstbdities lD a.con~xt ofChns- Luebbers and Rev. Jerry Grosh, After several talks, the whole (1~. ~onderouslr overbe_armg, nau- ciaion, its taste, and its markedly 
tian values. Constdermg the tum- S.J. The,,ecomL~~Y p_l!J.ced emp- group attended the Xavier-UC seat10~ly n01~o~e, and PBY· soporific tendencies: despite their 
out and the response, the Manresa basis on one's relationsiifp--to'oth:game. Then there was a dinner at cholo~cally a~dictive), I was much myriad similarities, Kaptain Kan-
program was undoubtedly a ers and to the community at large. Wiggin's downtown, followed later chagrtne~ •. dtsgruntled perhaps, garoo •nd .Senator Sam Ervin are 
success. The day s~.'!ith:.an.~~ercis~ in.in the evening by a party -~t:Tuck~. that the ~nng of the Sen~te Wate~- ~ot ex~c~ly what one would call 
. The primary planning and exec- communication -skills superviSed er's-Tavem. · -_ . .· . _ . _ .. l.!lte ~~'!:bad neces_st~ted tlie p~ers tn the area of raw. tele-
ution of this year's program was by Bill DRily, and featured several . · · pre-em.ption of t~e ~al- episode ?f VImon appeal. · 
sponsored by Campus Ministry, di· talks and -small group meetings, It waa hoped from the start that ~ pa~alcu~lyhi~hPPhlngTrTom Terrif.. Dianayed and a trifle out of it, I 
r~ by Tracey Robson, and as- plus a movie, "~avid IQ)d Lisa." the Mimresa program would make tc sen • tn w c t ~ anaparent p~ a back isa~e of Penthou.e 
stated by Charly Fallon, Charlie The day ended wtth a party at the· tlie transition to collelie easier and ~unn~l-Hea.~ fin~ h~Jf tr:ped Magazme and lazily perused the 
Stenken, Bonnie Kutsch, Mark Pied Piper. · ··· . put it into a Christiiul context: It~ a Pyr~ a':. an . rocul o~t pages alotted to Xaviera Ho)-
Shannon, Cathy Blank, and Ann The third day was ·a pent at Mil- appears that, iil every sense of the m ~.song~ . -r: s~c: ~- lander's column, Sam and the Boys 
Wade. With a staff of 50 Sop~- ford a Jesuit retreat outside the word the 1973 Manresa program v&: lng. t ose 0 . efl~ k rd. · proceeding to the usual order of 
· omorea, Juniors, and Seniors, and city.' There .were several talks on acco~plished its goal: ~re/Gmgedr Rolgertoa thtc ks.ank .ru~- business only inches from my face, 
. . mng_ IMICOn _on Y e lD aJou a light-years from my mind. 
~~77~~~~~~~~~~ 
Beat ·the numbers ... 
The world's first calculators that challenge 
computers and fit into your pocket. 
Ale you spending too much time solving prob- · forms register and vector arithmetic. And the 
lema the old-fashioned way-with slide rule, HP-80 is pre-programmed with 3 dozen financial 
ordinary calculator or paper and pencil? functions. 
Solve problems In seconds, with one of the Right now, an HP calculator can help you get 
same calculators used by professionals in your better grades, because it ... 
field-the HP-35 Scientific Pocket Calculator, • SAVES TIME in solving problems-just press 
the HP-45 Advanced ~clentlfic. Pocket Galcu- the keys! . 
Ia tor, or the HP-80 Business Pocket Calculator. • GUARANTEES ACCURACY for fewer mistakes 
Hewlett-Packard calculators give you more pow- · • OFFERS COMPUTER-LIKE POWER (no wait-
er, more accuracy, more storage registers and lng for school machine) 
more features than ordinary calculators. For • REPLACES TABLES AND PAPER-AND-PEN-
example, the HP.;,35 gives you up to 10 digit CIL CALCULATIONS 
accuracy, a fl_oating decimal point; and a range ·• OPERATES SILENTLY for use in classroom. 
. of 200 decades (1Q-99 to 1099). The HP-45 also library or dorm · 
gives you automatic conversions, offers you a • GOES ANYWHERE (fits in pocket or purse; 
·choice of fixed or scientific notation, and per":' weighs but 9 ounces) .. 
COME IN TODAY FOR A FREE DEIIIfONSTRAYION at the~cialnpt8tellne.of~ ·· .. ;·:. 
. Hewlett-Packard pocket calcul~tcn 
XAVIER BOOK.STORE. 
Xavier. UniversitY · 
UniversitY. Center ... 
Cincinnati.· Ohio· 
' - ' 
ilEWLETr ~~PACKARD 
Sales, service and support In 172 centers In SS.countrles 
. ---
". . . things of an eleemosynary 
nature ... " 
I was taken aback: for, as famil-
iar as I was both with Ms. Hol-
lander's astounding knowledge of 
relatively arcane sexual phenom-
ena and with the monthly progress 
of the Penthouse Erotic Dictionary, 
I could not recall her having pre-
viously described this perversion: 
and, although the dictionary had 
already achieved "Cholderlas de 
Laclos," this unexpected term, ob-
viously of a very technical nature, 
had been overlooked. I was at a 
loss. 
" ... I am a male transvestite with 
a most unusual fetish ... " 
My interest in the magazine 
waning rapidly, I had begun to 
catch these first few words of what 
was evidently Mr. Halderman's tes-
timony. Yet I found his unabashed 
candor regarding his private life to 
be a bit disconcerting, especia))y 
considering his influential position 
with the First Family. But before I 
could delineate for myself all the 
ramifications of this apparently se-
rious situation, Senator Ervin repli-
ed tartly: 
" ... sounds kinky! Why·not try it 
with whipped cream or flaked co· 
coanut or ... " 
I could only blush for the dismal 
future of the democratic processes 
and then promptly return to the 
"H.H." (not to be mentioned in the 
sanie breath with Herman Hesse, 
Jet alone confused with him) and to 
her advice for the love-worn. 
"... and I felt that the un-
lawfulness of the 'break-in' was 
mitigated by ... " 
By what? I wondered as I flipped 
through the pages of color photos 
- so tastefully and artistically ex-
ecuted - to the continuation of the 
column. How could this man possi-
bly attempt to justify sodomy? by . 
so neatly couched an expression as 
"break-in"? Was I to be impressed 
by his banal creativity and, hence, 
overlook the obvious moral im-
plications of his crime? But before I 
reached the end of the continued 
letter, the magazine, and my jaw in 
. kind, dropped to.mY lap as I stared 
incredulously at the set. There, pos-
turing suggestively behind the Sen-
ate panel, was a woman clad in 
naught but a feathered boa! What 
was Pat Nixon doing at the hear-
ings?? Aghast, appalled, I put my 
foot through the magazine, ripped 
the television in half, and, soft-
shoeing it out of the room, caught· 
t~e strains of "I'm .Mighty Man-
fr:ed, the Wonder· Dog" e10anating 
· from a snappy little cigarette light-
er which sat unobtrusively amid 
my Abbie Hoffman records and 
which was shaped not unlike a 
small, planted microphone. 
WeD, at least somebody was get-
ting to enjoy "Tom Terrific meets 
Cleopatra." · 
-----·-·-1 
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ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR-S ALL WITH AUTOMATIC SQUARE ROOT, 
SP,UARING, RECIPROCALS & % KEY 






Corvus Made Bv Mostek Who Custom .Designed M.O.s. Circuits for other 
· Mai_or Man~acturers Now releases their own Electronic Calculators 
Oualltv. Reliabllltv a Is Gullianteed Unconditionally 
1 vr. PMt11 a Service . Se~Y~ced l,.ocally 
$8 9 9 5· . . . 5 Models Available 8 Digit Pocket Portable Model 0310 $89.95 Penlight batteries · 8 Digit Pocket Portable Model 031 1 $103.95 Penlight batteries & A.C. ' 
. . 8 Digit Pocket Portable Model 0312 $109.95 Nickel Cadmium · 
Plus tax rechargeable batteries and A. C. 
• Adds, Subtracts, • 40 Hours on four · . 10 Digit Desk M~el 0300$109.95 A.C. Only 
Multiplies and Divi~s__,__ penlight batteries 10 Digit Desk Model 0305 $129.95 Same as 0300 except has 
• Constant muitiplier 8t .-Rechargeable batteries 8t A. C. digital clock 8t calendar 
divisor . Available . CALL 241-&424 .FOR FREE TRIAL. 









. ACCOUNTING MACHINE CORP., 800 SYCAMORE · Regular Charge 
Available 
Clothes make the man. Na-• 
ked people have little or no in-
fluence in society. -Mark 
Twain 
·.NOW RENTING 
. Air conditioned apartments :for fall and·.: 
winter terms. 
Immediate Occupancy 
Furnished: ·or unfurnished one bedroo~, 
:living· room - dinette.· .. Free Parking ... _.· .. 
Laundry Room 3 minute walk to Xav1er 
Campus.· 
Rentals from 105.00-120.00 monthly 
OXFORD APA~TMENTS 
1005·Dana Ave. 
See or Call Manager, Cecil. Young, Apart-
ment 18, 281-8911 or call Mr. Eric Bos~, 
231-2844 
AN GilD'S 




TO ALL XAVIER DORMS . 
ON ORDERS OF $5.00 OR MORE 
TELEPHONE 242-6922 
PIZZA PIES 8" 12" 15" 
Plain ................................... . 1.00 1.65 2.50 
Ground Sausage ...................... . 1.20 1.95 2.95 . 
Bacon .............................. _. .. 1.20 1.95 2.95 
Pepperoni ............................. . 1.20 1.95 2.95 
Mushroom .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 1.20 1.95 2.95 
Anchovie............................... 1.20 1.95 2.95 
Onion.................................. 1.20 1.95 2.95 
Green Pepper ................. : .. :.. .. . 1.20 1.95 2.95 
Combination of any 2.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.35 2.25 3.30 
Deluxe Combination of any 4 . . . . . . . . . . . 1.65 2.75 · 3.95 
Super Deluxe Combination of 6 . . . . . . . . . 1.95 3.35 4.55 
Extra Cheese. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 .40 .50 · 
I 
A COMPLETE VARIETY OF 
HOGGIE SANDWICHES 
BEER AND WINE . 
"' .. 
<s ugflr ~'II Spice 
:~/_; R~~df~g- Road. af\Ticfory "Parkway 
r<- • • '"•-"'• ,.,,...._ .. ,v.-.. c.o•-•<'"•"•'",'""•~•"·'''"_•,,,. ';••.,· • ••·••·,, • 
. OPEN EVERY Q-2~0F THE. WE.EK 
· FoR YouR njl\liNG·PL.;Asuit · 
·-DELICIOUS SA:NilWICH~S OR 
COMPLETE·. DINNERS 
···· ·: ·~ ! · ·- • :::: ~~:1~-~~~-(.-i~~-~~-~~;i_·i/:-~~--:--~~:;-,-_:~'{j- --~ r·· -·- ~~;~-~-~~:~; .. · -~ :· 
DROP IN AFTER :THE ·MOVIE 
OR AFTER. THAT LATE 
WEEK~END DATE. - . - ... 
.. ,~ . 
. ~,,~. ....... . .. 
' 11 .ri;• ·' 
~.c:. ...... ~ ..,.,..;. ~ 
-.~·.>.~~~ :· 
. • •• ;-~·?-- !"'- ..... • .............. ~... . 
• • :i..;· . ....... ~ • 
;::, .. \, .. .,...,! 
.-. .. ,; 
')··-.1:.;._ • • 
· .. --···~~':' 
•'"-"'':""'~ -o; 
WE SERVE CINCINNATi'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLE~. , 
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFAST . 
WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DQRMITORI~~!;- · . . . . . 
· .... 
. 
Friendly feelings and the great taste of 
Coca-Cola. That's the way it should be. 
11'8 the real thing. C... 
. ,'· 
Boltled under the ~uthority of The Coca-Cola Company by: "The Coca-Cola Sollling Works Company, Cinci.nnati". 
'V omen's Intercollegiate Sports 
I Begin With· New Coach . 
by William Madges 
cal and California semi-pro play is 
Tony Brueneman, coordinator of holding try-outs all· this week' at 
Women's I~tercollegiate Athletics, 4:00P.M. in the Xavier Armory 
announced m early Agust the ap- and has emphasized that all inter-
pointment of Ms. Amy Phenix to ested young ladies come out even 
the office of coach of women's vol- those with no prior experienc~. 
leyball. Ms. Phenix, a veteran oflo- The season schedule -includes 
games with Cincinnati Bible Col-
lege; Berea College, Transylvania 
University, and the University of 
Cincinnati and runs from late Oc-
tober until late November. 
Intercollegiate Basketball try-
outs for women will take place in 
late November. Mr. Brueneman 
holds high hopes for an expanded, 
full-season schedule which includes 
Campbellsville, Rio Grande, Mid-
way, and Georgetown Colleges. 
Among the returning veterans 
from last year's 3-4 team are Anne 
Ernst, Joyce Young, Bernie Healy, 
xavier news s~P.t.ernber 26, 1973 page 9 · ... 
Cathy Richter and Marcia Rusche . .---~---~~~------
There will beatleastsixopenings ·AUTO INSURANCE Intramural Acti.Vl.II·es 
for new players, Brueneman says. ., DISCOUNTED 
. . ; 
Further information about Inter- C · I t Recently expanded beyond their by Fifties' Night and the dance 
collegiate Basketball can be ob- . lnsura~~~ ·~e~v,·ce basic athletic format, Xavier's in- contest of last year's Greek Week. 
tained from Ms. Phenix at 281-0737 tram ural recreational programs These programs are financed by 
or from Mr. Brueneman at 745·3654 JOHN BAUER ASSOC. now encompass more social as- the Student Activities fees and are 
r'Th;ri:;;rn;;;F,;~~--~~or~2~7~1~·1~14r3~.;· ~· :-"...;.· ____ _::::=::::::7;3;2:·:::1:7;1:;6:::::::::::::pects:,:~o:f.:s:tu::d:en:t~l:ifi:e,~a::s~e:x:em=jplified administered by the Director of In-tra ural Activitiea, Tony Bruene-man. 
One Pitcher! 
Three Catchers ! 
u epo Beer 
Remember the name ... 
,you'll never forget the taste. 
Make your .call for Ht)depohl ... ·it's the pure grain beer, 
nat~r,ally light and r~freshing . 
An In tram urals' checklist: 
e NEEDED: New blood, prefer-
rably underclassmen, is needed to 
form an Intramural Advisory 
Board which acts as ·a student-
input mechanism for the In-
tramural Director and forms the 
core of the Greek Week Planning 
Committee. All you need is the will 
to become involved. Call 745-3654 
for information. 
e FLAG FOOTBALL: Sign up 
now! Get rosters for your men's or 
women's team at the University 
Center desk. Rosters will not be ac-
cepted after October 1st, and must 
include between twelve and fifteen 
players. All details will be fur-
nished later. 
e BIKE RENTALS: Beginning, 
October 1st, four bicycles will be 
available in the Field House Equip-
ment Room at a rental fee of one 
dollar ($1.00) per afternoon (1:00 
P.M. to 6:00P.M.). A five dollar 
($5.00) deposit and a current X.U. 
identification card are required. 
e Men's and Women's Co-
recreational Volleyball Leagues be-
gin sign-ups soon. Watch next is· 
sue of X. U. News. 
e NEW PROGRAMS: UNI-
VERSITY ARM WRESTLING 
CHAMPIONSHIPS on Friday, Oc-
tober 12th, in the Armory with 
three weight divisions for men and 
Qne open class for women. See next 
week's News for entry details. 
e 'ALSO: FRIDAY NIGHT AT 
THE FIGHTS; UNIVERSITY 
PUSH-BALL TEAM CHAM-
PIONSHIPS; ONE-ON-ONE BAS-
KETBALL CONTEST; SPRING 
GOLF TOURNAMENTS for men 
and women; THE XAVIER (street) 
HOCKEY LEAGUE with only six 
franchises. 
e The Intramural Department is 
cooperating with the Student Gov-
ernment in sponsoring the 
Homecoming-Harvest Moon Week· 
end, coming November 2nd and 
3rd. 
e JOBS: Part-time jobs are 
available to freshmen students. 
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Xavier 0-3 As It Heads for Huntington 
by Thomas Stevens · 
S~rts Editor iver stopped, turned, and flipped a This is a different year and a dif- The Thundering Herd ha~e 33 ~ · "I ~eally think you can see what · 
Tom Cecch~m remembers the last· cross-field screen pass to freshman ferent football team~ The 1973 X.U~ turning lettermen from last years our ktds a~ made of after the first 
time ~he Xavter Mus~e~rs were in Terry Gardner, who zipped around gridiron s_qu!ld ~I carry an 0 and 2-8 squad, including ~ggie Oliver three _games. They have to hold up 
Huntmgton, West Vtrgtma, to play the left side and coasted into the 3 reeord mto thts Saturday's con- and Terry Gardner. They've man- phystcally and mentally. To keep 
the Marshall Thundering Herd in end zone. There was no tinte re- test with the Th~ndering Herd ~~;t aged one 'win in their first two out- .UP mentally is a really important 
football. Regretfully, he remembers maining As the crowd went nuts Huntington. This time the Muskies ings,. a 24-21 opening-season vic;to- aspect of football. We have teams 
too well. · . • the dazed Muskies trudged off th~ ~ill enter Fairfield_ StadiUJ? com- ry over Morehead State. However, on the schedule that we can·.~J:eat. 
It was September, 1971, and Cec- field. The final score: Marshall15,mg off three very dtscourag~ng de- Marshall ha.s ·had problems ~e- But the players have got tobelieve 
chini . was then an assistant to Xavier 13. · · · feats. But, as in 1971, this game fensively this season, surrendering they can do it.!' · . · 
Head Coach Dick Se)cer. The X.U. . ·with Marshall could be the turning 52 points in the first two games. · One thing abOut Tom Cecchini: 
footb~U team ~as just c?ming from ~he Marshall football team·point in t~e ~eason for Xavier. . · he.Jlever gives up. And maybe 
an encouragmg opentng-season whtch the Musketeers took on was However, thts time the Muske~rs So much for Marshall. A· decent Xaviel." fan8 shouldn't give up on 
performance against Miami of a band of freshmen, sophomores,:have a chance to tum the season· football team, but hardly an awe- him or his team. The Muskies cer· 
· Ohio. The Musk.ies ha~ lost the walk-ons, and ~th~ assorted. va~- aroun~ the other way. A_ victory inspiring club. And Xavier? The tai~ly have not played w~U this 
game 17-7, but wh~n you ve gone 1 abonds and ~tsftts. A tragtc mrnow mtght be tJ:te only thmg tf1at only thing consistent _about the·season. "But;" says Tom Cecchini, 
and 9 the two prevtou~ seasons, de- crash .the pre'?'ous November h_ad CC?ul~ saye the Bt~ X ~om a totally Musketeers this season is the way "we've by no means played· as 
feats by only-10 pomts have to practtcally wtped out the enttredisastrous campmgn. they are getting trGunced each time· poorly as the scores indicate." 
- "Without a doubt," says Tom Cec· ~ut. The a~erage mariin of d~feat Xavier has got the pe~sonnel to 
chini "a victory against Marshall _m those fust three games ts 34 .beat Marshall. Who knows? Maybe 
could turn it the other way. We points. . two years ·from· now Cecchini 
have ari opportunity to take on a Will the football team callit quits might be· able to look back on ~he 
very fine football team, and win. with ·eight. games still remaining 1973 Marshall game as the turmng 
.They've got .a good team, but not a on the schedule? Cecchini doesn't point in a halfway-decent football 
(Photo by S. Kunath) 
X.U. 's Football Mentor Tom· Cecchini 
seem encouraging. Besides, they varsity team and coaching staff. 
actually played well in that ball· This inexperienced bunch of no-
game against the Redskins. bodies, tagged the "Young Thun-
Close to 15,000 fans, hoping for a dering Herd," was picked by many 
miracle, jammed the Fairfield Sta- pigskin prognosticators to go win-
dium on a beautiful Saturday after- less. · . . 
noon to watch a football game. . The rest of the story .you prob-
This game was the first to be play- ably know. That. stunm.ng defeat 
ed at Huntington since the tragedy marked the tu.rnmg pom.t .of the 
the previpus fall. The big, bad (and season for Xavter. Any spirit that 
overconfident) Musketeers played the Musketeers had was shattered. 
poorly that afternoon against. They went on to their third 
psyched-up Marshall, but still led straight 1 and 9 season. (Somehow, 
13-9 with just minutes to play. someway, they managed to upset a 
Then a previously untested soph- t.ough Bowling Green team along 
omor~ quarterback by the name of the line. Ironica~ly, Marshall also 
Regie Oliver engineered an in- ~~rtled the Bo~lmg Green F~lcons 
credible and thrilling Marshall w1th a 12-10 VIctory later on .m the 
march that carried the Young Herd season :- the only other wtn the 
deep into Xavier territory. With the Thund~nng ~erd posted that 1971 
clock running at 3 seconds, Oliver ca~pa1gn.) Dtck Selcer aband~n.ed. 
took the game's final snap-back on sh1p at the end of t~e year and JOin-
the X.U.13 yardline. After faking a ed th~ ~~o co~chm~ ranks. Tom 
hand-off, he rolled to his right on 1\ Cecch1~1 mhe~ted _hts headache.-
bootleg run, and the Muskie de- the.hea~ coachmg JOb ofthe Xavter 
fense rolled with him. Suddenly 01- Umvers1ty football team. 
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN 
PLAYING. 
ICE HOCKEY? 
THE GREATER CINCINNATI AMATEUR 
HOCKEY LEAGUE NEEDS PLAYERS 
OF ALL PLAYING ABILITIES. 







superior team." seem to think so. season. 
. 
Cincinnatians 
Are Proud of 
Their Beer! 
Cincinnati, distinguished as the first beer capital 
in America, is known throughout the world 
as a great brewing center. Nowhere will you 
find better brewed beer.· 
Enjoy Cincinnati beer. It's g·reat beer .. 
It's good business. 
.. 
CENTRAL LABOR COUNCIL • BREWERY WORKERS,. LOCALS 199 
AND 12 • ENGINEERS, FIREMEN AND OILERS, AND MACHINISTS 
Cincinnati, Home of the International Brewery Workers Union 
e , 
.~UC Smashes Xavier 40-7 
by Jack Schmidt 
Sports Reporter 
The Cincinnati Bearcats over-
powered the Xavier Musketeers 40· 
7 two Saturdays ago at Nippert 
Stadium before a disappointing 
crowd of just over 10,000 spec· 
tators. 
Xavier halfback John Chiodi 
fumbled on the first play from 
scrimmage and UC recovered the 
ball on the XU 21 yardline. Three 
plays later Reggie Harrison, Cin· 
cinnati's 216 pound halfback, 
swept the left end and raced 15 
yards to give UC a 6·0 lead. 
Xavier got a drive goinglate in 
the first quarter, but the Muskies 
failed to score as Nick Quartaro's 
field goal attempt from the 38 was 
short. 
Cincinnati took the ball at their 
·own 20 yard line and drove 80 left the Musketeers o~ the short 
yards in nine plays early in the sec· end of a 26·0 score. 
ond quart r R · H · e. as eggie arrison There was no scoring for the re-
scored agam on a 3-yard run to mainder of the third quarter. 
make the score 12·0. ' Xavier stopped a UC drive on the 
The BearcatS put together a 44· XU 7-yardline late in the quarter, 
yeard touchdown drive at the end but the Muskies failed to move the 
of the second quarter. The scoring ball offensively, managing only 
play was the result of good ball one first down in the quarter. 
handling by UC quarterback Mike The Bearcats wasted no time get; 
~ampbell, .who faked a handoff ting on. the Board in the final peri· 
mto the middle and bootlegged 3 od 0 th fi t 1 fr · d h · . n e rs p ay om scnm· 
yar ~ untouc ed for the s~ore. At mage Campbell threw ·a 42-yard 
hal~~ the ~core was 19.0 10 favor touchdown pass .to Mike Whit to 
of Cmcmnati. · · · . · · . e 
, . glVe the , Bea~;cats an un· 
Whatever hopes the Muskies had surmountable 33.0 lead. . 
for pulling the gar_ne out in the sec· Cincinnati m11de the score 40·0 
ond half wer~ pret~ ~uch de- on a 52-yeard touchdown run by 
s~royed by Juhus Swth s 98-yard Norm Jacobs. But the Muskies re-
kickoff return ~~r a UC touchdown fused to be shut out by their cross· 
to open the thll'd quarter. The re- town rivals. With Dwight Allen at 
tum set a modem UC record and quarterback, Xavier engineered an 
---------------------------.·89-yard scoring drive in 9 plays, as 
Allen passed 3 yards to end Mike 
Nocero with one minute to play in 
the game. That made the fiitar 




The Bearcats displayed a hal· 
anced attack, a rugged defense, 
.and a desire to avenge last year's 
19-7 setback at the hands of the 
Muskies. The Cats now lead the 
series 18 wins to 12. 
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b~C.Doerr) 
Muskies t~e it on the chin again, to the tune of 40 .. 7. 
. . 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
. 4 DAYS, 3 NIGHTS. 
Full Sail Ahead at Xavier 
• Round trip via scheduled American Airlines jet 
• First class ro'om with private fa'cilities · 
• Thanksgiving dinner 
• Saturday night cocktail party. 
• Lift tickets - chang•able for all slopes 
• All.ground transfers to slopes e All. taxes and_tiRI. 
NRHRSON.Dou.£ $289 
OCCUPANCY. ROUND TRIP FROM CINCINNATI 
FOR DETAILS AND RESERVATIONS CALL 
(513) 531-5600 
by Steve Bedell X ' S '1' b . . M h f ; . MC . News EcHtor aVler ai mg egan m arc o ciatlon ( SA). The MCSA IS. a 
. . . . 1952. Its goals were: 1) To offer the member of the Intercollegiate 
Xavier Sadmg has developed students of Xavier University a Yacht Racing AssoCiation 
?ver the years to become a succ~ss chance to participate in inter· (ICYRA). The ICYRA acts as an ai-
m every sense of the word. !Jnhke collegiate sports, other than rna- temative to the NCAA, which was 
man~ other sp?rts a~ XaVler, no jors; 2) To foster and encourage the rejected because it did not allow 
pre':I~us experience Is needed to sport of sailing; 3) To advance the coed competition or student-
pa~cipate on the ·team. Ex- University's reputation in the Mid- governed organization. Since its in· 
p~ri~nced team membe~s hold .be· west. In 1955, after several years of ception, te ICYRA has flourished, 
, gmmng and ad":'anced mstruct10n trial participation, the Club was and has provided sailing with 
at t?e c.Iub ~eetmgs. The ~earn or- granted full. membership in the many world and Olympic cham-
ganization Is also run entirely by Midwest Collegiate Sailing Asso· pions. 
team members themselves. In keep-
ing with this attitude, the team 
also repairs the boats, fi· p1•gsk • p d • berglassing, sanding, and painting In on er1ngs 
them to keep them in racing con-
, dition. 
Despite many obstacles, the Sail· This year the Xavier News will dabble in various areas of sports 
ing Team has a record unmatched trivia and, throughout the year, will present a series of sports quizes. 
by any other team at Xavier. Last Some of the following questions any dummy could answer. Others are 
year in the team division, Xavier a bit more difficult. If you are a trivia n11t, and have some dandy stu-
America's got the Travel Bug did quite well. During the fall, the ropers concerning any sport, why not let me know about them so they 
· · · team placed lOth in the Timme An· can appear in the next quiz? I have a hunch these "Pigskin Po-
TRA.V8. I L gsten the unofficial national fall nderings" may be a bit too simple for you. 
2209 Loaantiville Road championships, whe~e they faced 6 1. What was the first ~ollege team to be ranked number one for two 
'._~~>1 c·.nc•'nna· tl·,· o· hio 46. 237. . of the top. 10 teams lD the country. consecutive years by all the major sports services? 
~ Last sprmg the team had many . . 
fine finishes, including a 4th-place . 2. ?Wh? ":as th~ ~rs.t tight end ever to lead the NFL m pass recep-
L-. ____ :._ ____ .._ _____ ~-------~-"' finish at the Ohio State regatta. tion. (Hmg. He did It m 1968.) 
! • 
eet it tCl~ettler witll 
Pomps Tissues make short work of beautiful floats 
and decorations. They're flame-resistant, 6"x 6". 
squares in 20 brilliant weather-proof colors that won't 
run or fade. 
Get Pomps at your college bookstore or order 
direct And for great ideas on making floats and · 
decorations, ask your librarian for "How To Decorate 
: With Pomps", or g.et your own,copy for $1.25. For · 
booklet or Pomps, write: 
............... 9" 
'. . . . -............... ·~ .... ,, .. ~·· ............... . 
The Crystal Tissue Company 
Middletown, Ohio 45042 
3. What was the last team to take on Xavier in a football game and 
lose? (Don't laugh. - You'll probably have to stop and think a few 
seconds on this one.) 
4. Who scored the winning touchdown for th~ Colts in their sudden-
death victory over the Giants in the 1958 NFL championship game? 
5. True or false: Pat Ragon led the Musketeers in scoring in 1972. 
6. He led the NFL in touchdown receptions last season: 
a. Charlie Taylor 
b. Ted Kwalick 
c. Rich Caster 
d. Gene Washington (49'ers) 
7. True or false: Don Maynard holds the National Football League 
record for most career touchdow~ receptions. 
8. In the NFL, who was the only man to ever run bak two kickoffs in 
one game for touchdowns? 
9. This quarterback holds the Xavier record for most passes com-
pleted in a single season. 
a. Jerry Buckmaster 
b. Tim Dydo 
c. Carroll Williams 
d. Ron Costello 
10. Everyone remembers when Jim Marshall of the Vikings picked 
up a fumble and ran 70 yards the wrong way, scoring a touchdown for 
the San Francisco 49'ers. Who was the SF receiver who bobbled the 
ball away to Marshall? (Hint: He is now an active quarterback.) 
. . 
PLEASE NOTE - The Xavier News will give out FREE tickets to the 
Ringling Brothers and Barnum & BaileyCircus performance to the 
tirst 20 students who can answer at least 5 of the above questions. The 
answers may be submitted and the tickets picked up at the News oftice 
from 2 till 2:30P.M. today, Wednesday September 26. The circul per-
formance is scheduled for ;3:30 this same day at the Cincinnati Gar-
dens. 
...... 
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A PARTICULARLY HELPFUL. ADVERTISEMENT 
FROM THE STEREO LAB 
Selecting A Stereo 
Selecting a component system is more 
than just a matter of taste. It is first and 
foremost a process of discovering just 
how much performance you can get for 
your dollar. How much sound will a 
system produce? How much of the full 
musical range does it cover? How clean 
and detailed is the overall sound? 
At Stereo Lab the audio consultants are 
uniquely able to demonstrate in our 
stores and show you the audible dif· 
ferences that may be important to you. 
We demonstrate, sell, and service the 
majority of good stere'o equipment avail· 
able. Of the many systems we can put 
together, we have selected here an 
exemplary system in each price range 
that offers you superb value for the 
dollar. 
Sony-Creative- BSR 
The system uses the Sony 230A AM·FM 
stereo receive.r to drive the two-way 
Creative 66 walnut loud speakers, and 
the BSR 260 AX changer with Shure · 
cartridge. At $239.00 this is the best 
· sounding system we know of. 
Stereo Lab Guarantees You 
The Lowest Price 
When you are shopping for a component 
system if you find the same system and 
service as Stereo Lab at a lower price, 
bring in the advertisement or written 
quote and if we have that equipment in 
stock we will meet that quote. 
What Your Dollar Buys 
With a limited budget ($200-$300), you 
• can get a system of reasonable accuracy, 
but some sacrifices are necessary at the 
extremes ·of the musical range to get 
satisfactory acoustic output (loudness). 
A system in this price range is· most . 
appropriate to small listening areas. 
With a moderate budget ($400-$500), 
you have two choices. On one hand you 
can get a system which provides accurate 
musical reproduction in every respect, 
with sufficient sound output for medium 
size rooms (2,000 cubic feet or less). 
Alternatively, if you like to play music 
very loud in a large room, you can seleet 
a different kind of system in this price 
range that sacrifices ·some musical 
accuracy (bass response in particular) to 
get extra sound output. 
With somewhat . more to spend 
($550-$700), you will be able to get a 
system that combines completely satisfy. 
ing accuracy with ample output for even 
very large listening areas and very loud 
musical levels. In addition, it will include 
features which add to ease and flexibility 
of operation, and which help to preserve 
your records. For most people, the point 
of diminishing returns "is in 
Sony-EPI--PE 
The 20 watt RMS per channel Sony 
· 6046A has plenty of power to do justice 
to the extended response of the EPI-100 
loud speakers. The PE-3012 changer 
with Grado cartridge treats your records 
with care. In a medium size room this 
system produces good volume level over 
the entire musical range." It's a dynamite· 
system for only $499.00 · 
Examples 
At the Stereo Labs we demonstrate, sell, 
and service the majority of good stereo 
equipment available. Of the many 
systems we can put together in each of · 
tt\e price ranges we've discussed, we've 
selected here an exemplary system from 
each category that will offer the best 
possible value for your particular num-
ber of dollars. We're confident that we 
can furnish you with a better system for 
less money . and with better service than 
you are likely to get elsewhere. 
Thank you,· 
Advent-Kenwood- PE 
Ke.nv.ood's 5200 receiver can drive the 
utility advents to room shaking le.vels. 
The PE-3015 changer ·is the gentlest 
changer made so your records will last 
longer. With the Shure M91 ED cartridge 
for $649.00 we don't think you can find 
a more accurate component system with· 
out spending lots more money. 
Odds, Ends, Goodies And Just Plain Low 
Prices 
Shure M91ED ............. $19.95 
Grado F3E •.............. $19.95 
Marantz SD-1 ............. $19.95 
Koss Pro 4AA . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . $39.00 
AR 3A ................ $209.00 
Dynaco ST-120 K ......... $129.00 




-BAN KAMER ICARD. - master charge l J 
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